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To My Bones
Wallis Bird

Hadn t found a tab for this song yet, so I figured this out. I think it s pretty
close,
and not very difficult.

Eb
We re kissing the lips of strangers
We re hugging whoever next we meet
Eb     Bb   G# Bb Eb
Oh life I love you to my bones
Eb
When everything s short for listeners
Eb
Take  em home and cook them dinners and sing
Eb   Bb     G#    Bb      Eb
Oh life I love you to my bones
G#
dominoes and medicine
It s you are and who you win
take a seat and let it grow
                Bb    Eb  Bb  G# Eb
the world will love you
G#
elephants of memory
an alphabet of chemistry
                         Bb
all of these things have made me

Eb          Bb       Cm              Bb
Roscoe and Beenie, laughter and no TV
                G#               Eb
I ve got punch lines and fisty cuffs
Fm     G#       Bb
and tons and tons of love
Eb                      Bb
I ve got firesides and dutch gold
Cm                       Bb
There s no such thing as too old
       G#             Eb
and my fortune is my home

    Fm      G#      Bb    Eb
my home and all I know!

We had the
Eb
whole group doing limbo
everybody was tearing up the floor



Eb     Bb   G# Bb Eb
Oh life I love you to my bones
Eb
Man, everything is just so simple
When you re laughing until your face is sore
Eb     Bb   G# Bb Eb
Oh life I love you to my bones

G#
dominoes and medicine
It s who you are and who you win
take a seat and let it grow
                Bb    Eb  Bb  G# Eb
the world will love you
G#
elephants of memory
an alphabet of chemistry
                         Bb
all of these things have made me

Eb          Bb       Cm              Bb
Roscoe and Beenie, laughter and no TV
                G#               Eb
I ve got punch lines and fisty cuffs
Fm     G#       Bb
and tons and tons of love
Eb                      Bb
I ve got firesides and dutch gold
Cm                       Bb
There s no such thing as too old
       G#             Eb
and my fortune is my home

    Fm      G#      Bb    Eb
my home and all I know!

... And then just have fun with playing the chords till you think you re done
playing
the song. :)


